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D-Pad  - Move 
A      - Jump* 
B      - Shoot 
Start  - Pause 
Select - Select Weapon 
                                                                                
*Layla jumps higher the faster you move, keep that in mind. 
                                                                                
*If you hold Down before you jump, you will jump higher. 
                                                                                
*While running, you can press down at any time to crouch and stop immediately. 
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Asteroid 1
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Move to the right and shoot the first few boxes you see for a hand gun upgrade.  
Continue to the right and avoid the bat when you jump onto the higher platform.  
Break all the boxes there for plenty of weapons and equip the grenades after  
you kill one more bat. Break the boxes in the small hole with the grenade for  



some roller skates, these allow you to move faster. Use any gun to break  
through the wall to the right. Jump over the gap and kill the bat and the goo  
monster that switches between the ceiling and the ground. Jump over the spikes  
and then climb to the top of the rock structure. When you are as far to the  
right as you can go, press down to teleport onto the other side. 
                                                                                
Jump into the niche up top with all the boxes after you kill the small bug on  
the ground to break the boxes open. Just avoid the bug on the ceiling and the  
top two boxes because there's only grenades in one of them and the other one is  
empty. Collect all of the ammo, fall down, and continue to the right. There  
will be a tornado floating around, try to avoid it as best as you can. They're  
very hard to kill, so I suggest avoiding them. You will see a platform above  
spikes here. If you stand on them too long, the blocks will collapse and you  
will fall into the spikes. 
                                                                                
Continue to the right and you will shortly run into a breakable wall. Quickly  
shoot it a couple times to break through it and kill the two enemies walking  
toward you from the other side. You will see two spikes on the ceiling right  
after the breakable wall. They will fall as you run under them so run quickly.  
Press up at the elevator when you reach it. Break the boxes to the right for  
some more weapons. Continue to the right and jump onto the higher platforms  
when you have to. Jump over the gaps and avoid the jet enemies flying toward  
you from the left as you approach the next elevator. You will notice two thirty  
ton weights on the ceiling shortly into this area, they will fall just like the  
spikes in the last area so be quick. Go up the next elevator when you reach it. 
                                                                                
Break the boxes to the right and collect the ammo. Start to head over to the  
right and jump over the pyramids as you avoid or kill the jet monsters. You  
will notice some crates in the middle of one of those pyramids, you can shoot  
out the blocks to the sides of those crates to expose them and collect even  
more ammo. Jump over a couple more obstacles and go up the elevator when you  
reach it. Break through the wall at the end of the tunnel to the right and you  
will notice a tall wall blocking the elevator. You need to get a running start  
in order to jump over this, so head all the way to the left. When ready, run to  
the right and jump over the wall, then go down the next elevator. 
                                                                                
Break a couple more boxes here to get even more ammo. When the path splits,  
take the higher path. Kill the little monster walking around up there and avoid  
another jet monster. Break these boxes and collect the ammo. Avoid the last jet  
enemy and go down the next elevator when you reach it. Break down the wall at  
the next tunnel and enter the room for a small little boss battle. The boss is  
pretty simple. He will only move from side to side and jump around a bit. Jump  
over him at first to create distance between you and the boss. Now just fire  
away at him with the most powerful weapons you have. When he dies, go up the  
elevator. Run to the right of this room and up the elevator to finish this  
stage and enter the bonus stage. In the bonus stage, you just try to shoot as  
many alien ships as you can. 
________________________________________ 

Asteroid 2
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Move to the right and slow down when you reach the open area. Kill the spider  
that will jump at you and then jump onto the higher platform. Break the boxes  
to unveil some ammo. When you collect it, fall down and move to the right. Run  
through the small tunnel quickly, nothing will touch you in here. At the end,  
slow down and avoid the bat that will approach you as you exit the tunnel. Move  
slowly to the right and kill the blob that will appear. Jump the gap and move  
slowly to kill a couple more enemies. Get a running start to jump over the high  
wall and then jump onto the higher platform to the right. Jump over the spikes  



and run to the right as fast as you can. 
                                                                                
You should run over the spider monster and avoi th falling spikes. Break the  
boxes on the higher platform when you reach it for some extra ammo. Shoot down  
the wall to the right and continue. Avoid the bat at the end of this platform.  
Continue to the right and jump over the spikes and gap. You will eventually  
reach the elevator, go up it. Break the boxes to the right to collect the ammo  
inside. Get a running start and jump over the high wall. Jump the gap and  
destroy the wall on the other side. Break the higher part of the wall as well  
so you can get a running start to jump over the next high platform. 
                                                                                
Jump over the gap and kill the robot on the other side. Get a running start to  
jump over the higher platform and fall on the other side of it. Run past the  
thirty ton weights dropping from above and kill the robot. Jump onto the higher  
platform and break the boxes for some weapons. It's hard to jump out of but you  
can do it with a running start. There isn't too much space so keep trying if  
you get stuck. Go up the elevator just to the right of this section. Go up  
another time on the elevator and then to the right. Break the wall to the  
right. Get a running start to jump over the high platform and go down the  
elevator. 
                                                                                
Kill a couple of weird small monsters as you move to the right. Jump over the  
platforms and gaps. You will eventually reach a thick wall. Shoot the bottom  
portion of it to break through it. Kill a couple more small monsters and jump  
the platforms. Go down the elevator when you reach it. Go down one more time  
and run to the right. Break down the wall and fight the boss of this stage. He  
will simply bounce across the ceiling, every now and then he will swoop down to  
try to attack you. Run side to side to avoid him and try to get him a couple  
times with axes. Go up the elevator to the right when he's dead. Run to the  
right and go up the next elevator to finish this stage for a bonus stage. 
________________________________________ 

Asteroid 3
________________________________________ 
                                                                    __________  
Move to the right and you will see small monsters. They have       |          | 
different models, but they are just like the blobs earlier where   | X X X X  | 
they will walk on both the ceiling and ground. Kill them and break |  X X X X | 
the boxes when you reach them for ammo. Get a running start to     | X X X X  | 
jump over the next set of high platforms and kill the small        |  X X X X | 
monster on the other side. Break through the wall here to make it  | X X * X  | 
to the other side. This isn't like the normal breakable wall       |  X * * X | 
though, you have to break through it in a certain pattern. Refer   | X * X *  | 
to the I drew to the right, the X's are unbreakable blocks and the |  * X X * | 
*'s are breakable blocks:                                          |__________| 
                                                                                
Move to the right and you will see some spikes above a short platform. Simply  
blow the platform away with your gun and then run past the spikes before they  
fall on you. Break away the wall blocking your way shortly after the spikes.  
Run to the far right until there are no more blocks to break. Simply press up  
to teleport to the higher platform. Jump over the gap and kill the two enemies  
here. Fall into the look hole and break the boxes for ammo. Jump to the right  
most wall here and shoot the bottom to get out of here. You will reach a tall  
wall that you can't jump over. Get a running start and jump to shoot out the  
middle of the wall. Get through the hole and continue to the right. Break  
through the next area in an upward fashion. Avoid the flame and break through  
the wall shortly after in a downward fashion, start from the middle. Break the  
the middle of the next center wall with a running start just like the previous  
area like this. Kill a bouncing enemy, avoid the falling spikes, and kill the  
last enemy. Go up the elevator when you reach it. 



                                                                                
Run to the right along the lower path and break through the wall when you reach  
it. Skip this elevator since this path is a bit more difficult. Continue to the  
right and go up the last elevator when you reach it. Go up the elevator to the  
right and break through the walls to the right. Avoid some monsters moving up  
and down but do it quickly or else they will shoot you. Go up the elevator when  
you reach it. Take the lower path and avoid the thirty ton weights when you  
reach them. Kill a couple more enemies and go up the first elevator. Destroy  
the boxes to the right for some ammo and move to the right. Go down the  
elevator at the end of this hall. 
                                                                                
Take the lower path to the right and jump the gap. Go down the elevator when  
you reach it. Go up the elevator just to the right to get onto the higher path.  
Stick to the higher path so you only come across one monster. Move to the far  
right and go down the elevator. Jump onto the higher platforms. Move to the  
right and you will reach some weights. Avoid them and jump the gap. Go down the  
next elevator when you reach it. Now go up the elevator two times to reach the  
boss. The snake boss will move around in all directions. He also takes a while  
to kill. The only easy part of this battle is that you can easily jump over him  
when he is low to the ground. Just keep shooting him and avoiding him until he  
dies. Go up the elevator when he's dead. Move to the far right and go up the  
next elevator to finish this stage and enter the bonus stage. 
________________________________________ 

Asteroid 4
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Move to the right and kill the small monsters that alternate from ceiling to  
the ground. Jump over the gaps while avoiding the taller monsters. Get a  
running start to jump over the higher walls. Kill the enemies here and jump  
onto the small block in the middle of the wall. This part is pretty tough to  
accomplish, so make sure the area is cleared of enemies. You need a pretty  
decent running start to make the jump, but there isn't much space for it, not  
enough for the traditional high jump. So start off all the way to the right on  
the block and run and jump to the left. In mid-air, turn back to the right so  
you will land on the left portion of the block. Simply hold the jump button so  
you will jump again immediately and hopefully get onto the higher platform.  
This part is tough but don't give up, keep trying. 
                                                                                
Once you get on top of here, fall down the hole to the right and break the  
boxes for ammo. Jump to the right and kill the snake before he shoots you. Move  
to the right and break down the wall. Press up when you are as far right as you  
can go to teleport above, just make sure the snake isn't there. Run to the  
right and jump over the gap. Kill the monsters that appear. Jump onto the  
higher platform and run quickly as the floor will break away when you run on  
it. Jump onto another platform that has the same breakaway floor, remember to  
be quick. Jump over the next gap and kill the two small monsters. Get a running  
start to jump over the tall walls ahead. Kill the enemy here and break through  
the lower part of the wall. 
                                                                                
Get a running start and jump onto the higher platform. The blocks to the far  
right will collapse when you run on them. Shoot the right most tiles when you  
hit the ground and jump along the far right to break through some more tiles.  
Get a running start to jump onto the next higher platform. Jump onto the higher  
platform one more time and stand on the blocks to the far right to make them  
break. Keep breaking them until you reach the bottom and kill the enemy. Go up  
the elevator slightly to the right. Jump onto the higher platforms and go up  
the first elevator when you reach it. Move to the right and break down the  
wall. Jump over the tall blocks and grab the disc. Go down the elevator when  
you reach it and then go up.  



                                                                                
Climb the platforms to the right and jump over the gap onto the next high  
platform. You will see the next set of platforms that will be identical to the  
last one. Skip the first elevator and jump over the next gap while killing  
enemies. Go down the elevator at the very end when you reach it. Go down it one  
more time and go to the far right. Kill the enemies in your way and jump over  
the gaps. Go down the elevator to the far right again. Go down it a second time  
and then move to the right. Kill the enemies and climb the large platform. Jump  
through the next couple of walls and go down the elevator when you reach it.  
Break down the wall to the right and fight the boss. He will just float along  
the top and swoop down. Equip your axe and attack him when you get the chance.  
When he's dead, go up the elevator to the right, move to the far right, and go  
up that elevator for the bonus round. 
________________________________________ 

Asteroid 5
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Go to the far right and kill the enemies in here. Take the lower path and break  
the box for ammo. When you are as far to the right as you possibly can be,  
press up to teleport to the highest platform. You will notice an awkwardly  
shaped wall when you get further in this area. Shoot through the middle portion  
and then jump onto the part you just blew out. Jump off the platform that can't  
break and jump to break the higher platform. You have to slowly climb to the  
very top right of this wall to get over it. Kill the enemies in the way and run  
under the spikes that will fall. Jump onto the next platform you can reach.  
Jump onto the higher part with a quick running start and run across this  
platform. 
                                                                                
Continue to the right and run under the falling spikes. I suggest crouching  
once you get to the other side because crouching will allow you to  
automatically stop. Keep doing this to get to the end of the spikes while  
killing enemies at each set of spikes. Keep moving to the end of the lower path  
and press up when you can't go any further. Jump onto the next platform to the  
right and run quickly across it because they will break above the spikes. Run a  
little further to the right and kill the enemies, go up the elevator when you  
reach it. Take the lower path to the right and break the boxes for some ammo.  
Kill the enemies and go down the first elevator you reach. Run to the right and  
break down the wall when you reach it. Get a running start and jump over the  
high platform and then up the elevator. Go up it a second time and move to the  
right. 
                                                                                
Break through the wall and kill a couple enemies. Break through the next wall  
and kill some more enemies. Skip the first elevator that you reach. Break  
through a couple more walls while killing enemies and go up the next elevator  
you reach. Run to the right and avoid the crushers. Kill any enemies in your  
way, you shouldn't face much since they mostly spawn along the top. Go up the  
fourth elevator. It will be the only elevator that you will see a door to on  
the upper platform. Run to the right along the higher platform and avoid a  
couple of crushers. Fall down the first hole you see, all the way down until  
you fall out of screen and you will end up in the basement. Jump onto the  
platform to the right and fall down the first hole to the lower path. Move to  
the right and take the elevator down. 
                                                                                
Move to the right and break down the wall. A boss will appear but you don't  
have to kill him. Jump up to the right to free your friend Iris by blasting  
away the bars in front of her. Quickly jump over the boss, or kill him if you  
wish, and go up the elevator. Go up it a second time and then start moving to  
the right. Skip the first elevator when you reach it and throw axes at the  
crusher when you reach it. Use the shield on the second crusher but make sure  



to end it before you waste all of your ammo for it. To remove it, pause the  
game and press select to change weapons. Break the next crusher with the axes  
and go up the elevator at the end of this path.  
                                                                                
Go to the far right and break down the wall. The boss will be a snake monster  
that appears in random spots from the ceiling and try to go straight down to  
attack you. If you are low on health, stay to the far left and just keep  
jumping and shooting. If you have plenty of health, run in and try to get them  
with your axes. The boss isn't very hard to beat, but he does have a lot of  
health if you use weak weapons. So I suggest throwing your heavy firepower at  
him. When you kill him, collect the fruit he drops and go up the elevator. Go  
to the far right and up the last elevator to finish this stage and enter the  
bonus stage. 
________________________________________ 

Asteroid 6
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Move to the right and kill a couple of enemies. Jump onto the highest platform  
above the spikes before you hit the spikes on the ceiling and break the blocks  
in your way. Break through the tiles when they are breaking your path. The  
pattern you will have to go in is start from the top, slowly go down in the  
middle and the go all the way to the top right toward the end. Move to the  
right when you get through it and take the higher path when you reach it. Break  
all of the boxes here for plenty of ammo. Touch the lowest left tile in this  
area and it will break away, fall through it and continue to the right. Take  
the lower path and press up when you are as far to the right as possible to  
teleport to the highest platform. 
                                                                                
Move to the right and kill a couple more enemies. Jump onto the platform above  
the spikes that will fall and the breakable wall. Press up above the second to  
last spike to reveal a hidden elevator. Now simply go down the elevator five  
times, or all the way down, and move to the right. Break through the wall and  
jump over the tall platform while you grab the disc. Go up the elevator two  
times. Jump the gap and collect the weapons in the boxes. Go down the elevator  
at the end two times. Jump across this annoying room and go up the elevator at  
the end of the path. Now immediately go down the elevator and take the middle  
path to the right. 
                                                                                
Kill the enemies in your way and fall down at the second elevator, there's a  
small hole in the platform right above the door. Go down the elevator you just  
fell in front of. Move to the right and break through the breakable doors. Skip  
the first elevator and jump and break the higher portion of the next wall. Go  
through the hole you just made and down the second elevator. Break through the  
next set of walls to the right and up the first elevator in this room. Move to  
the right and break down the wall for the boss of this stage. All he will do is  
walk around and jump. Run under him when he jumps and shoot him at all other  
times. When he dies, go up the elevator to the right, go to the next elevator  
to the right, and go up to finish this stage with the bonus stage. 
________________________________________ 

Asteroid 7
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Move to the right and kill or avoid the floating enemies. Break away the lower  
part of the high wall when you reach it. Run across and you will see some  
spikes. Run below the lower ones just to make them fall and then jump up the  
small blocks to reach the highest platform. Continue to the right and take the  
highest path you reach. Move to the far right on the highest platform and press  
down to teleport to the bottom. Break the boxes and collect the ammo, then go  



to the middle platform and blow the chunk of wall away. Break away at the wall  
at the next higher platform and fall to the far right. Break the lowest part of  
the wall away just to bring the spike above down. Climb up the on the tile  
before the spike and climb up to continue to the right.  
                                                                                
Reach the next gap and you will notice a jump too tall to normally make. Move  
to the ledge just before you fall into the hole and jump twice to break away  
the blocks above you. Crouch and jump up onto the higher ledge. Break through  
the lower portion of the next wall to get through it. Now break through the  
next lower wall. You will have to jump, just lightly tap thejump button so you  
don't hit the spikes and get hurt. Avoid the next set of spikes and avoid a  
couple more enemies. Avoid the spikes and blast away the lower part of the  
wall. Run over the gap and avoid another enemy. Go up the elevator when you  
reach it. 
                                                                                
Avoid the flying enemies and jump over a couple of walls. Go up the first  
elevator you reach. Jump over the walls and gaps here as you avoid the flying  
enemies. Go down the elevator at the end of this room. Follow the lower path to  
the right and kill the enemies. Go down the next elevator you reach. Go to the  
right and jump onto the higher platforms when you come across them. Kill a  
couple of enemies and go down the elevator two times when you reach it. Run to  
the right while avoiding the flying enemies and jumping gaps. When you reach a  
wall you can't go through, brake through the higher portion and go through the  
hole you made. Make it to the end of this room and go up the elevator. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and kill some more enemies. Jump onto the higher platforms. You  
will eventually reach a wall you have to destroy, break the top portion of it.  
Go down the elevator when you reach it at the end of this room. Break down the  
wall to the right and jump over the tall platform while collecting the disc. Go  
up the elevator twice and go to the right. Break through the wall to the right  
and run to the opposite end of this room for the boss. Equip your axe and  
crouch. Aim to the left and throw the axes to hit the boss in the head a couple  
of times. He will die quickly this way. Go up the elevator, to the right, and  
up the last elevator to complete this level. 
________________________________________ 

Asteroid 8
________________________________________ 
                                                                                
Run to the right and avoid or kill the flying enemies. Jump up the stair like  
set of tiles but do it quickly. As you touch them, they will fall apart. To do  
this easily, just hold the jump button and you will automatically jump just as  
you make contact with the tiles. Fall down when you reach the top of the  
platform. Run to the right in this area until you reach a gap. Break the tiles  
above you just before the ledge and crouch jump to reach the higher platform to  
the right. If you have a lot of roller skates and can move quickly, just run  
across the tiles over the hole. If not, you will have to time the jumps  
perfectly so you won't fall. They will brake apart as you touch them so you  
have to jump across them or else you will fall.  
                                                                                
Run along the highest part of the next platform and jump across the small  
blocks to avoid the flying monsters. Fall down and run all the way to the right  
along the bottom to make the spikes fall. Break through the lower wall to make  
the last spike fall and turn back. Jump up the tiles to the left and reach the  
highest platform here. Continue to the left when you get on top. You will reach  
another area where you have to jump across the tiles quickly if you don't have  
a lot of speed or you will fall. Make it across this gap and continue to the  
right as you avoid the flying enemies. Jump over the next gap and go up the  
elevator at the end twice. 
                                                                                



Go to the right in this area and break the boxes for ammo. Jump over the small  
platforms while you kill the enemies. Skip the first elevator and continue to  
the right. Go down the elevator at the very end. There are a lot of enemies  
here. Kill them quickly or use a shield until you reach the very end of this  
room. Go down the last elevator to the far right. This room is just like the  
last except with platforms you have to jump. Make your way over the high  
platforms while killing the enemies, skip the first elevators, and go up the  
elevator at the very end. 
                                                                                
Go to the right and jump into the little niche. Kill the enemy when he reaches  
you and crouch jump onto the higher platform. It's kind of tough since you have  
to turn in mid-air but it shouldn't be too difficult. Wait at the top of the  
next hole for another enemy to come to you. Kill him and slowly fall down the  
hole. Move to the right while falling to make it onto the lower platform. This  
next part is pretty weird. Use your shield and jump up the next area to get  
over the platform and go through the enemies. Make a running jump over the gap  
and wall. Go down the elevator there. You can shoot out the bricks below the  
box in that area I told you to use the shield, but then you can't seem to get  
to the top of this area.  
                                                                                
Move to the right and avoid the flying enemies. Jump onto the big block when  
you reach it and shoot at the top half to blow a hole you can go through. Skip  
the first elevator. The next section will look just like the part you just  
past. Keep going through this area while counting the elevators you pass, go  
down the third elevator. Then immediately, go up this elevator. Go to the right  
and shoot down the wall. Jump over the tall wall and grab the disc, go down  
this elevator. Immediately go up again and break the boxes to the right to  
collect the ammo. This room should look familiar, move to the end while jumping  
the platforms and killing the enemies until you get to the last elevator, go  
down it. 
                                                                                
Again, this room should also look familiar. Make it all the way to the right  
while fighting through a lot of enemies and go down the last elevator. In  
another familiar room, run to the right while jumping the platforms and killing  
the enemies. Go up the elevator at the very end. Make it to the right side of  
this room the same exact way you did just a couple rooms ago, go down the  
elevator at the end. Go to the right in this room again and break through the  
top portion of the blocks in your way. Again, go down the third elevator. This  
will be the first new room you see for a while. Just run to the right while  
jumping through the annoying blocks. Go down the elevator when you reach it. Go  
to the right and break down the wall for the final boss. Run to the right side  
with your axe equipped. Crouch to the right and throw the axes at the boss a  
couple times. First the head will start to float around, then you should kill  
the body before it reaches you. The head will shoot at you so avoid the shots.  
Simply attack the head a couple of times until it dies and the scientist will  
fly away. Go up the elevator, move to the right and go up the final elevator to  
complete this game.  
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3. - W E A P O N S 
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There are several different weapons in this game and they give you plenty of  
ammunition for it. Simply break the crates you come across in this game and  
collect the ammunition that is hiding inside. Also note, when you have rescued  
your friend Iris, if you use any of these weapons, it will use twice as much  
ammo.  
                                                                                
Pistol           The pistol is the default weapon. It has unlimited ammo so you  
                 never have to worry about running out. I advise just using the  



                 other weapons since they are more powerful and ammo comes up  
                 quite often. 
                                                                                
Machine Gun      The Machine Gun fires quicker than the Pistol. It is slightly  
                 more powerful, but you won't really notice until you try them  
                 on bosses. Even against bosses, it will only save a couple of  
                 shots. 
                                                                                
Grenades         The grenades are thrown forward in an arc and will keep  
                 bouncing until the explode. The best use for these honestly is  
                 to blow up boxes low to the ground that you can't shoot.  
                                                                                
Flamethrower     The flamethrower is much more powerful than any of the weapons  
                 listed above. The only problem with the flamethrower is its  
                 limited range. 
                                                                                
Axe              The axe is similar to the grenade in the way it is thrown. You  
                 throw it with an arc but it will die once you hit the ground.  
                 It is pretty powerful so use it against bosses that like to  
                 fly around. 
                                                                                
Bazooka          The bazooka is probably the most powerful shot weapon in the  
                 game. It fires the exact same way as the pistol, but it is a  
                 lot more powerful.  
                                                                                
Throwing Knife   The throwing knife is similar to the bazooka. It is thrown in  
                 the direction you are facing and will keep going until it goes  
                 off screen. It is more powerful than the pistol and will also  
                 go through an enemy and into other enemies behind them. 
                                                                                
Shield           The shield is a pretty nice weapon to use when you're stuck  
                 around a lot of enemies. It will circle you and kill all  
                 normal enemies around you. It also will prevent enemies from  
                 hurting you. 
                                                                                
Question         You can only select this weapon by pausing the game, pressing  
                 select, and selecting it from here. It doesn't seem to do  
                 anything but hurt you, at least it gives you some bonus points  
                 if you end up using it. 
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4. - P A S S W O R D S 
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When you start the game up, you can press Select at the title screen to enter  
the password. To enter the password, press left and right to go through the  
characters to the right or left. To select different characters, hit A or B.  
And to enter the password, just press Start.  
                                                                                
                    Asteroid 2           8SPZ0EZU5YO6L88OQQ                     
                    Asteroid 3           39DJPTL8LESUP33ELH                     
                    Asteroid 4           0SZFEKK74FGR7G0PXV                     
                    Asteroid 5           MA1DGIH8Q07OAV6MYQ                     
                    Asteroid 6           F2V0K2FVK2FR2M40UT                     
                    Asteroid 7           QO860Z686OZ5BPCDPO                     
                    Asteroid 8           FDBPP40H480LRB5FVV                     
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5. - D I S C L A I M E R  
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This FAQ/Walkthrough is copyrighted ｩ 2009 to Frank Grochowski. International   
Copyright laws protect this FAQ/Walkthrough. You cannot sell this               
FAQ/Walkthrough for a profit of any kind. You cannot reproduce this             
FAQ/Walkthrough in any way with out my written consent. You are however allowed 
to download this FAQ/Walkthrough for personal use. You can also post it on your 
web site as long as you give me full credit, don't change it in any way, and it 
is free. The latest version will always be found at:                            
                                                                                
http://www.GameFAQs.com                                                         
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